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Part 1. Introduction 
 
When they start down the path of data loss 
prevention, major organizations around the 
world deal with an average of 20 data loss 
incidents every day. Incidents that need to be 
investigated, behaviors assessed, and 
mitigations implemented by a data loss 
prevention team that has probably not grown 
since the data loss prevention (DLP) solution 
was implemented an average of 4 years ago. 
Even though 83% of organizations report a 
fully deployed solution that meets most or all 
of their requirements, 33% report that they are 
still suffering from significant data loss, and 
many others may be without knowing it. 
 
Intel Security and Ponemon Institute are 
pleased to present the findings of 2016 Data 
Protection Benchmark Study: Visibility and 
Maturity of a Data Loss Prevention Program. 
The purpose of this research is to benchmark 
the current rate of data loss incidents across 
multiple industries and geographies, isolate 
the critical components of DLP maturity, and 
identify important focus areas to increase 
visibility and help prevent data breaches.  
 
The research was conducted in North 
America (US and Canada), India, United 
Kingdom, and Asia-Pacific (Australia, New 
Zealand, and Singapore), and surveyed 1,000 
IT and IT security practitioners in financial 
services, retail, government, healthcare and 
manufacturing, in commercial (1,000 – 5,000 
employees) and enterprise (over 5,000 
employees) organizations. 
 
In our research questions we used the following definition of a security incident: 
 

A security incident is an occurrence that requires security staff to analyze what transpired and 
determine if a policy violation has occurred or not. 

 
The following are key takeaways from the research: 
 
Organizations dealt with an average of 20 incidents a day. 
The average number of incidents at the beginning was 20 per day, but about 17% of respondents 
reported less than 5, and 7% reported 50 or more. Canadian organizations reported the lowest 
average, at 13, and UK ones were the highest, at 24. By vertical, manufacturing was the lowest 
(17), while Government and Financial Services were highest (22). Organization size was directly 
related to the number of incidents experienced, ranging from 15 (1,000 to 3,000 employees), to 
27 (more than 5,000 employees.  

67% keep DLP secret  
from business leaders 

20 incidents per day 

Deployed for 4 years 

Financial disclosure and  
social media can trigger  
20% increase in incidents 

40% using only one  
DLP config option  

Figure 1: Key findings at a glance 
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Figure 2: Average number of daily incidents by country 

 
 
Figure 3: Average number of daily incidents by vertical industry 

 
 
Figure 4: Average number of daily incidents by organization size 
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Average cost of a data breach ranges from $80 to more than $350 per record. 
Figure 5 reports the cost of one lost or stolen record for five vertical industries following a data 
breach event. This cost data is derived from a recent annual study conducted by Ponemon 
Institute and published by IBM. As can be seen, there is wide variation across industry sectors. 
Specifically, the loss or theft of patient records represents the most expensive data breach 
scenarios. At $80 per compromised record, governmental organizations experience the least 
expensive data breach on a per capita basis. Source: 2016 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global 
Analysis, Ponemon Institute and IBM, June 2016, p.11 
 
Figure 5: Average cost of data breach per compromised record 

 
Average DLP deployment is 4 years old and is meeting most of the requirements. 
Data loss prevention solutions have been installed for 4 years on average, with only a small 
variance between regions and verticals. Like the number of incidents, length of deployment is 
directly related to organization size, with the smallest organizations running about one year 
behind. However, there is a wide distribution in responses, with just under half of all organizations 
with deployments between 1 and 3 years old. Length of deployment is generally related to 
perception of maturity of the solution, with most organizations reporting that their solution is 
meeting most or all of the requirements.  
 
Symantec and Intel Security are the market leaders. 
This was a blind study, meaning the respondents were given no indication what company was the 
sponsor. Symantec and Intel Security were the predominant selection, with each the chosen 
solution of around 30% of respondents. Other vendors included Digital Guardian, Trend Micro, 
and Websense (acquired by Forcepoint). When asked what would be the main reason for 
changing their DLP solution, only 8% reported that they would not consider changing. The top two 
reasons to consider changing were that the solution does not meet all of the requirements (31%), 
and the cost (25%). 
 
Most configurations are not generating enough visibility into potential data loss incidents. 
One of the biggest challenges with data loss prevention is the uncertainty around false negatives, 
or incidents that are not reported. DLP solutions have multiple methods of detecting incidents, 
including regular expressions, dictionary-based rules, and unstructured data. Over 40% of the 
respondents are using only one of these configuration options, leaving them at risk of not getting 
enough visibility into potential data loss incidents. Even worse, 5% of the group said they did not 
know how the technology works! Of those respondents’ organizations whose DLP solution was 
set to just monitor initially, the majority (78%) later decided to set it to both monitor and block. As 
a result, around seven in ten (71%) of these organizations found that the number of daily 
incidents that required review increased – on average by 21%. 
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Organizations need to be more proactive in notifying users and sharing incident 
information. 
User involvement is an important part of data loss prevention, with 86% of organizations training 
their employees to consider the value of data they are processing. However, only 33% of 
organizations are sharing the outputs from their DLP solution outside of the security team. Retail 
security groups are the most secretive, with only 27% sharing, and financial services the most 
open, but still at only 37%. Without feedback, it is difficult to improve the protection of sensitive 
info. 
 
The biggest increase in incidents is caused by financial disclosure and social media use. 
While the average number of incidents was 20 per day at the beginning, the actual number 
fluctuated based on a number of factors. Organizations considered new project deployments 
(40%) and internal reorganizations (38%) to be the most likely causes of an increase in incidents, 
but the actual increases were reported to be 10% or less. The biggest percentage increases were 
caused by the least cited events: unpublished financial disclosures (25%), and employee use of 
social media (24%) were the most likely to trigger spikes of 20% or more in data loss incidents.  
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Part 2. Key findings 
 
We have organized the report according to the following main topics: 
 
Part 2: Key Findings 
§ Dealing with incidents 
§ Deployment length and maturity 
§ Analysis of different vendors 
§ The importance of visibility 
§ Notifying users and business leaders 
§ Managing events 
 
Part 3: Critical components of DLP maturity 
 
Part 4: Important focus areas for future visibility 
 
Part 5: Objectives and demographics 
 
Part 6: Caveats 
 
In Part 2, we provide a deeper analysis of the research findings. Respondents were members of 
one of the following groups of information security professionals: 

• Management team (CIO, CTO, CISO, CSO) 
• Manager or above (IT Manager, IT Security Manager/Director) 
• Engineer or administrator (Security Analyst, Network Operations/System Administrator, 

Security Operations, Security Architect) 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  

Figure 6: Demographics at a glance: by country and by industry 
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Dealing with incidents 
Events, incidents, and breaches are the three main components of data loss prevention.  
 

• Event: An unexpected change in an information asset, indicating that a security 
policy may have been violated. 

• Incident: An event that requires security staff to analyze what transpired and 
determine if a policy violation has occurred or not. 

• Breach: An incident that results in the confirmed disclosure (not just potential 
exposure) of data to an unauthorized party. 

 
For this study, we focused on incidents. Respondents experienced a wide range of incidents 
when they implemented DLP, with an average of 20 per day.  
 
Figure 7: Distribution of average number of incidents per day 

 
 
There was some variance in number of incidents by country, industry, and size. Canadian 
organizations were heavily concentrated in the low end of the range, with 38% reporting only 1-5 
per day. India was weighted towards the higher end, with 24% reporting 30 or more incidents per 
day.  
 
Figure 8: Number of incidents per day by country 
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By industry, while the averages ranged from manufacturing (17%) to government and financial 
services (both 22%), the distribution was not necessarily as expected. For example, almost as 
many financial services and government organizations as manufacturing ones reported only 1-5 
incidents. Retail was above the average reporting level at 6-10 incidents, but also at 31-50 and 
51-75.  
 
Figure 9: Number of incidents per day by vertical industry 

 
 
Distribution by size of organization was much more of a direct relationship; bigger organizations 
in general reported more incidents. Larger organizations were also more likely to have started out 
with monitoring and blocking incidents, instead of just monitoring.  
 
Figure 10: number of incidents per day by organization size 
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monitor and block incidents. Only 1% say they have no plans to turn on the blocking controls. The 
majority (78%) of those who initially setup their DLP solution to just monitor have already 
switched to block incidents as well, and most of these (71%) found that the number of daily 
incidents increased, by an average of 21%. The groups most likely to report significant increases 
in the number of incidents requiring review after turning on blocking were retail companies (45%) 
and organizations in India (56%). The 22% minority who said that turning on blocking decreased 
the number of incidents had reported a much higher initial average of 34 incidents per day.  
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Figure 11: What was the level of increase in incidents recorded each day? 

 
 
By network DLP vendor, the number of incidents for Intel Security, Symantec, and Websense 
(Forcepoint) were all comparable to the overall distribution, with Trend Micro customers reporting 
lower incident rates (16) and Digital Guardian customers reporting higher ones (25).  
 
More incidents take more time and resources to investigate, so it is not surprising that those 
reporting more incidents also have more staff. Those with no dedicated DLP staff are dealing with 
an average of 13 incidents per day, 1 to 5 staff deal with 15 incidents, 6 to 10 staff with 21 
incidents, and more than 10 staff with an average of 24 daily incidents. More than 40% of 
organizations have not changed their staffing level since deployment, although 24% have 
reduced staffing levels slightly, and 31% have increased levels slightly. More than 50% of large 
enterprises feel that you need six or more full-time employees dedicated to DLP. 
 
Figure 12: Number of incidents per day vs. full-time staff 
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addressing most (but not all) of the customer’s requirements 4 years after the initial 
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Figure 13: Maturity of data loss prevention capabilities 

 
 
Maturity of the DLP solution, while generally related to length of deployment, is affected by other 
factors. Organizations with 6 or more people dedicated to DLP during the initial implementation 
were twice as likely to say the solution meets all of their requirements than those who had no one 
dedicated to DLP. Higher levels of daily incidents during the initial implementation are also 
strongly related to higher maturity, with 54% of those who reported more than 50 incidents per 
day saying the solution meets all of their requirements, compared to only 30% of those with 
between 6 and 30 daily incidents. Since false negatives are one of the biggest challenges with 
data loss prevention, more incidents supported by more people make it easier and faster to build 
strong data loss capabilities.  
 
Opinions of DLP maturity were highest in retail, with 40% reporting their solution meets all 
requirements, and lowest in manufacturing (29%) and healthcare (28%). As data theft shifts 
targets from personal credit info to healthcare records and intellectual property, these 
organizations are facing significant risk of data loss.  

Analysis of different vendors 
Respondents were asked about five different network and endpoint DLP vendors: Digital 
Guardian, Intel Security, Symantec, Trend Micro, and Websense (Forcepoint), with no indication 
that any of these companies was the study’s sponsor. For both points of DLP capabilities, 
Symantec and Intel Security were the predominant response.  
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Figure 14: Vendor for network and endpoint DLP capabilities 

 
 
Organizations are generally open to changing vendors, with 92% reporting they are willing to 
change, usually because of not meeting requirements (31%) or solution cost (25%). 
Manufacturing and healthcare organizations, both at 35%, are the most likely to be open to 
change due to not meeting requirements. 
 
Continuing data loss after implementing DLP capabilities is a problem for many customers. Fewer 
Intel Security and Websense (Forcepoint) customer respondents reported that they were still 
suffering from data loss, while a majority of Digital Guardian customer respondents reported that 
they were still experiencing significant data loss.  
 
Figure 15: Organizations reporting significant data loss despite having DLP solution in 
place 
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incidents to users. They are also least likely to have cloud visibility or data discovery capability.   
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Alarmingly, 5% of the respondents said they did not know how their DLP technology worked. For 
the rest, using only regular expressions was the most common setup. These expressions are 
best at matching and catching credit card numbers, social security numbers, and other items that 
follow a specific format. Unfortunately, they tend to miss many of the keyword-based items or 
data in unstructured files, such as office documents. Registering unstructured data or using 
dictionary-based data matching are necessary to catch these, but again, some organizations are 
using only one of these, when they are designed to be used in combination. Fewer than 1 in 5 
organizations are using all of these data loss prevention options, which are absolutely necessary 
to detecting inappropriate use, sharing, or transmission of confidential and sensitive data. 
 
Figure 16: Which of the following DLP configuration options are in use in your 
organization? 

 
 
This was most pronounced in smaller companies. Organizations with less than 3,000 employees 
were most likely to be relying just on regular expressions (25%), while those with more than 5,000 
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manufacturing organizations were using all of the available options.  
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registration were the most common (29%). In Canada, just registering unstructured data was the 
most likely setup (24%), although all of the above was close behind (20%). In India, all of the 
above was used by 30% of the organizations, the highest usage anywhere and consistent with 
their ranking as the most mature DLP deployments. Almost one quarter of all US and UK 
organizations were relying just on regular expressions. Singapore organizations had the most 
even distribution of configurations, with regular expressions and dictionary-based scanning just 
making it to first place at 19%.  
 
The choice of configuration options had an interesting relationship with perceived maturity of the 
DLP solution. Not surprising, almost 50% of those who are still in the early stages of adoption and 
21% of those with only a limited solution did not know how the technology works. At the other 
end, 25% of those who think their solution meets all requirements are using all of the available 
options. However, at the same time, another 24% of this group who think their solution is fully 
mature are using only regular expressions, which could be cases of overconfidence. 
 
Finally, using just regular expressions makes organizations more likely to be generating either too 
few (1-5) or too many (more than 50) incidents per day for the security team to investigate. 
Ironically, those with no full-time staff assigned to their DLP solution are the most likely to be 
using just regular expressions. There is a direct relationship between the use of all of the above 
and the number of dedicated staff.  
 
Figure 17: Relationship between DLP configuration and full-time staff dedicated to DLP 
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Training, however, is not enough. Active user notifications are necessary to change behavior, 
such as a pop-up notification that asks the user if they really want to move a sensitive file onto a 
removable drive, attach it to an email, or send it to a file-sharing site, and forces them to 
specifically confirm the transfer. Overall, 85% of organizations are using this feature of their DLP 
solution. By country, respondents in the UK (27%) and Singapore (24%) were the least likely to 
use this feature. Manufacturing companies (22%), and large companies (19%) were also slightly 
less likely to be using active notifications. 
 
There was a very strong relationship between DLP solution maturing and automatic user 
notification. Over 90% of the most mature installations were using this feature, compared to less 
than 40% of the early-stage deployments.  
 
Figure 18: DLP solution maturity and automatic user notification 

 
 
The relationship between solution maturity and automatic user notification could be due to 
concerns about overwhelming users with too many prompts, or unnecessarily impacting business 
processes. What we do know is that there is a similar relationship between the number of DLP 
configuration options and automatic user notification. Almost 60% of DLP implementations that 
are relying on an out-of-the-box default setup (no customization) are not using automatic 
notification. At the other end, more than 90% of those with 2 or 3 data identification options are 
automatically notifying users. Even organizations with only 1 option enabled are doing ok at this, 
at just over 80%.  
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Figure 19: Number of DLP configuration options and automatic user notification 

 
 
The next step after notifying users is notifying business leaders. There is a big disconnect 
between these two steps. Only 33% of organizations are sharing the outputs from their DLP 
solution with business leaders. While automatically notifying users is an important step to change 
user behavior, notifying business leaders is essential to address fundamental issues with data 
collection, classification, or business processes that may be putting the organization at risk of 
data loss. Sharing outside the security team is highest in financial services, and lowest in retail. 
 
Figure 20: DLP output sharing by vertical industry 
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launches (35%). These events generally caused spikes of 10% or less, suggesting that 
organizations are well aware of the increased risks created by these activities and are taking 
steps, such as user awareness and data controls, to minimize the possibility of data loss or theft.  
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Figure 21: Key causes of increased data loss incidents 

 
Figure 22: Key causes of increased data loss incidents by vertical industry 
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data loss incidents. Almost half of healthcare organizations reported new project deployment as 
their most likely cause of increased incidents, and were significantly above the average for 
corporate strategic planning and employee use of social media. Governments were below 
average for new project deployment and strategic planning, but were well above the average for 
thinking that nothing in particular was the cause of the spikes. Retailers thought that the first four 
categories of events were the most likely causes. Consistent with their other perceptions about 
security, manufacturing organizations were below average for all causes except peak demand 
and nothing in particular. 
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However, there was an unusual relationship between the baseline level of incidents and the 
perceived increase in incidents. Organizations with higher average daily incidents reported 
significantly higher percentage increases for almost all of these activities. These increases 
ranged from around 5% for those with 1-5 daily incidents, to around 8% for those with 6-10 daily 
incidents, to more than 10% for those with 11-20 incidents, to more than 20% for those with 30 or 
more incidents per day. This could be good news for those with higher incident rates, indicating 
that their systems are well setup to catch these spikes, or it could be an indication of insufficient 
user training before and during these major activities. 
 
Another notable point was that the most cited activities generated, on average, lower spikes in 
the number of incidents. Unpublished financial disclosures and employee use of social media, the 
least cited activities, were the most likely to trigger spikes in data loss incidents of 20% or more. 
Again, this could be good news that the systems are setup to catch risky behavior or suspicious 
activity, or bad news that organizations are less aware of the significant risk posed by these 
activities. 
 
Smaller organizations, those with a lower number of daily incidents, or with a smaller dedicated 
DLP staff seem to be less aware of the increased data loss risks posed by business activities 
which are a change from the regular daily routine.  
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Part 3. Critical components of DLP maturity 
Based on this research, we can identify the critical components of a mature DLP deployment, one 
that will deliver the optimal results. These are: 
 
1. Set your DLP configuration to monitor and block incidents, not just monitor. Automated 

blocking of incidents not only reduces the load on the security team, it provides essential 
feedback to users to help change their behavior and reduce future incidents. The majority of 
respondents are doing this already, and only 1% have no plans to turn on blocking. 

 
Figure 23: Status of DLP blocking feature 

 
 

2. With data theft increasingly targeting multiple data types, including financial information, 
personally identifiable information, personal health information, and intellectual property, DLP 
implementations should use multiple data identification methods to catch incidents. More than 
40% of organizations rely on only one identification method, usually using regular 
expressions. This is often a default, out-of-the-box option based on the vendor’s pre-defined 
templates. It was an excellent way to start with DLP, especially when credit card data was the 
primary theft target. However, unstructured data, such as office documents, are increasingly 
the target of data theft, and may not be identified as confidential or sensitive if relying just on 
regular expressions. Additional methods, such as dictionaries and unstructured data analysis, 
are necessary to bring the security posture in line with today’s attack methods, risks, and 
targets. 
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Figure 24: Number of DLP data identification options enabled 

 
 

 
3. More incidents mean more visibility into user behavior and data movement throughout the 

organization. More incidents are more work, but they will also reduce the likelihood of false 
negatives and increase the probability that you will catch a data exfiltration. Turning on more 
data identification options has a direct relationship with the number of daily incidents 
reported. As the data loss prevention team gains experience with the nature of these 
incidents, they can use the appropriate technique to reduce them. For example: user 
education, data classification, or automated blocking. 
 
Figure 25: Average number of daily incidents vs number of DLP data identification 
options enabled 

 
 
4. This one is a corollary to #3. Make sure that you are watching multiple types of structured 

and unstructured data, and including internal sharing within and across departments. While 
48% of organizations are monitoring and/or blocking sharing of or access to personal credit 
information, only 38% are watching employee and customer personally identifiable 
information and personal health information. These types of data are increasingly valuable to 
data thieves, and are making organizations of all kinds potential targets. More companies are 
monitoring inappropriate use of company financial data than PII/PHI/PCI. 
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Figure 26: Which specific types of activity does your organization monitor and/or block 
in its DLP solution? 

 
The number of monitored activities has a strong effect on the number of daily incidents. 
Monitoring one activity generates an average of 17 daily incidents, whereas monitoring five 
activities generates an average of 58 daily incidents. 
 
Figure 27: Average number of daily incidents generated 

  
 

5. User education, value assessment, and ongoing feedback are necessary to increase 
awareness and change behavior. Relying solely on DLP products to identify and prevent data 
loss without the other training components does not appear to be the best approach. User 
education, value assessment, and ongoing feedback are necessary to increase awareness 
and change behavior. The vast majority (85%) of organizations are using DLP to reinforce 
data awareness, and are finding that this is helping to reduce the number of incidents.  
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Figure 28: Does your organization use DLP to reinforce employee security awareness 
training? 

 
 

Similarly, most of these organizations are also training employees how to classify data by 
associating value to the data they are processing, whether it is confidential, sensitive, 
corporate secrets, or intellectual property.  

 
Figure 29: Are your organization's employees trained on how to associate value to the 
data they are processing (e.g. knowing the sensitivity of certain data types)? 

 
 

 
6. Unfortunately, too many (67%) are not sharing the results of their DLP output with business 

leaders. The reasons for this behavior were not solicited in this study, but notifying 
employees without similar information flow to business leaders risks not getting at the 
underlying business processes, and could result in employees receiving contradictory 
information from the security team and their business leader.  
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Business leaders will sometimes hear complaints about DLP from employees, that it is 
impacting productivity or effectiveness by keeping people from doing their job. If leaders hear 
this without any supporting information, they are more likely to make a business exception 
that reduces data loss visibility. Business leaders need to lead the DLP program, and to do 
this they need measurable metrics to gauge performance and effectiveness. Finding the 
appropriate balance between false positives and false negatives is a risk management 
activity that demands the full visibility and understanding of what is at risk.  
 
Figure 30: Are you sharing DLP outputs with business leaders? 

 
 
7. Most DLP solutions have the capability to automatically notify users when their behavior with 

confidential or sensitive data is in violation of company policies, which is very effective in 
reducing accidental disclosures, such as sending unencrypted restricted data via email or 
putting it on a file sharing site. Many also have the ability to automatically notify the user’s 
manager, which is good at reducing intentional insider thefts. Almost half (44%) of all 
organizations automatically notify the user of a potential data policy violation. However, 
nearly twice as many (39% vs 20%) of those that report no significant data loss automatically 
notify the user and their manager. Manual notification only, is an equivalent problem, with 
almost twice as many organizations that use manual notification reporting they are still 
suffering from significant data loss. 
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Figure 31: Does your organization suffer from signification data losses despite having 
a DLP solution in place? 

 
 
8. Finally, make sure that you are watching as many data movement vectors as possible. The 

majority of organizations (69%) are watching for suspicious uses of email, such as trying to 
communicate with competitors. However, email is not the most likely vehicle for data 
exfiltration by internals. According to a previous Intel Security research study on data 
exfiltration methods, 26% of thefts by internal actors relied on stolen laptops or USB drives. 
Unfortunately, the most common point of DLP visibility is on the network (44%), which would 
potentially miss these breaches. Only 37% of organizations had DLP visibility at the endpoint, 
which is better placed to catch these physical media thefts. Even more concerning, 7% of 
organizations rely solely on data discovery at rest for their data loss prevention. 

 
Figure 32: Which points of DLP visibility does your organization have? 
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Part 4. Important focus areas for future visibility 
This study provides useful benchmarks that organizations can use to evaluate their DLP 
capabilities, configurations, staffing levels, and related data loss awareness and training activities. 
As data theft continues to look for the most valuable data from the easiest targets, organizations 
will need to adjust their focus areas. Understanding the underlying causes of data loss incidents 
and especially the activities that trigger fluctuations in the number of incidents are critical to 
building sustainable data loss prevention methods. Knowing how your internal data moves 
provides the visibility to see attempted thefts when they are mimicking customer behavior or 
bypassing security controls, such as using unapproved apps or encryption where it is not needed. 
 
An important result from the study is that regulatory compliance is no longer the number one 
reason for implementing DLP. Protecting data was cited by more than three quarters of 
respondents as their main reason for having a DLP solution. This is good news, because 
compliance is no guarantee of security and privacy. Instead, appropriate security and privacy 
controls are necessary to ensure data loss prevention, and thus compliance. At the same time, 
understanding and managing data was the least cited reason, and until this one moves to the top, 
data loss will likely continue to be a significant issue. 
 
Figure 33: Reasons for having DLP 
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Figure 34: Reasons for having DLP by vertical industry 

 
For the most part, the vertical industries followed the overall averages for their stated reasons for 
having DLP. Healthcare was slightly more likely to cite protect data and industry regulatory 
compliance, while government was not surprisingly highest on citing legal legislation.  
 
Compliance remains a patchwork, with most organizations focused only on the regulations 
directly related to their country and industry. Only organizations in India and Singapore, perhaps 
because of their broad set of international customers and trading relationships, were likely to 
support both US and EU regulations.  
 
Data classification, finding and marking data throughout the organizations systems, remains an 
underused capability. Only 55% of organizations are currently using this feature, although an 
additional 31% plan to implement it. For best results, data classification systems should offer a 
mix of automatic classification, using multiple data identification methods, and also manual 
classification that employees can use to augment the automated system. These classification 
prompts when creating or sharing documents provide additional training and awareness while 
employees go about their daily activities.  
 
Data loss is a serious issue, continuing to affect many organizations around the world. All 
organizations are at risk, regardless of country, industry, or size. Visibility is at the core of data 
loss prevention, as you cannot protect what you do not detect. This means using multiple DLP 
configuration options to ensure that your corporate policies and procedures are being monitored 
and enforced. It also means deploying DLP solutions to cover data throughout the organization, 
at rest, in processing, and in motion, on the corporate network, endpoints, and clouds. Adequate 
staffing is also necessary to make all of this happen, whether that is developing the necessary 
configurations, processes, tuning them for optimal performance, or investigating incidents. 
Automation and machine learning can help augment your staff, but it cannot yet replace them.  
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Part 5. Objectives and Demographics 
The primary goal of this research was to understand and compare the number of data protection 
incidents that organizations deal with on a daily basis, and the factors that influence this. 
Specifically: 

- Identify the number of daily incidents due to data loss monitoring. 
- Understand the key causes of fluctuations in the number of incidents. 
- Develop industry benchmark figures, including averages per day and high, medium, and 

low ranges, for each of five vertical industries. 
 
The research used a 15-minute online and telephone-based quantitative survey, selecting 
candidates from a third-party general market panel of IT decision makers, based on their job role, 
industry, company size, and country. Quotas were set to obtain a representation of various 
subsets. Actual data collection was conducted in May, 2016. 
 
Table 1: Study demographics at a glance: country and vertical industry 

 Financial 
services 

Government Healthcare Manufacturing Retail Total 

Australia 16 13 14 10 20 73 
New Zealand 6 5 2 5  18 
Singapore 12 12 8 11 16 59 
Asia Pacific 34 30 24 26 36 150 

       
India 46 40 36 34 44 200 

       
Canada 10 10 10 10 10 50 
US 90 80 70 70 90 400 
North 

 
100 90 80 80 100 450 

       
UK 45 40 35 35 45 200 
       
Total 225 200 175 175 225 1000 
 
 
Table 2: Study demographics at a glance: country and organization size 

  
1,000-3,000 
employees 

3,001-5,000 
employees 

More than 5,000 
employees Total 

Australia 24 36 13 73 
New Zealand 7 9 2 18 
Singapore 25 24 10 59 
Asia Pacific 56 69 25 150 

     
India 54 66 80 200 

     
Canada 18 19 13 50 
US 144 123 133 400 
North America 162 142 146 450 

     
UK 65 56 79 200 

     
Total 337 333 330 1000 
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Part 6. Caveats 

There are inherent limitations to survey research that need to be carefully considered before 
drawing inferences from findings. The following items are specific limitations that are germane to 
most Web-based surveys. 

Non-response bias: The current findings are based on a sample of survey returns. We sent 
surveys to a representative sample of individuals, resulting in a large number of usable returned 
responses. Despite non-response tests, it is always possible that individuals who did not 
participate are substantially different in terms of underlying beliefs from those who completed the 
instrument.  
 
Sampling frame bias: The accuracy is based on contact information and the degree to which the 
list is representative of individuals who are XXX located in XXXX. We also acknowledge that the 
results may be biased by external events, such as media coverage.  
 
Self-reported results: The quality of survey research is based on the integrity of confidential 
responses received from subjects. While certain checks and balances can be incorporated into 
the survey process, there is always the possibility that a subject did not provide accurate 
responses.  
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